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Simulation modeling of physical dispersion phenomenon observed 
in experimental data

Symulacyjne modelowanie zjawiska dyspersji fizycznej obserwowanej w danych 
eksperymentalnych

Andrzej Gołąbek

Oil and Gas Institute – National Research Institute

ABSTRACT: The article concerns a practical solution of the problem connected with modeling of the physical dispersion phenomenon. 
It is a continuation of the author’s previous publications, in which calculations were made on both very simplified simulation models and 
the model of the real structure. In this article, an attempt was made to model the course of laboratory tests using a previously developed 
method of controlling the phenomenon of physical dispersion. Laboratory tests selected for modeling were carried out in the Department 
of Oil and Gas Reservoir Testing, which is located in the Krosno branch of the Oil and Gas Institute – National Research Institute. The 
said tests were carried out on the so-called long cores and concerned the displacement of oil with water. The method of modeling the 
course of these type of tests proposed in the article consisted in the use of a hybrid method of minimizing numerical dispersion and the 
extension of standard saturation equations by an additional element of physical dispersion. The article contains a brief description of the 
proposed method of controlling the size of the mixing zone of fluids and the results of application thereof. This article is a continuation 
of the author’s previous work and it contains only the most important mathematical formulas. For comparison purposes, the article also 
presents the results of modeling selected laboratory tests using numerical dispersion. This modeling consisted in modification of the blocks 
grid size, which resulted in mixing zones of the displacement fluid with the displaced fluid of various sizes. The results of performed 
simulations presented in the article, in the form of drawings and diagrams, showed the effectiveness of the applied method of limiting 
numerical dispersion (both for calculations of mobility with multi-point weighing in the direction of inflow, as well as double discretiza-
tion grid) as well as the effects of using different values of physical dispersion parameters. In the article the results of matching the built 
simulation models with the results obtained in the laboratory were also presented (in the form of the results of the overall recovery of fluids). 

Key words: numerical dispersion, physical dispersion, mixing of fluids, reservoir simulator.

STRESZCZENIE: Artykuł dotyczy praktycznego rozwiązania problemu związanego z modelowaniem zjawiska dyspersji fizycznej. 
Jest to kontynuacja poprzednich publikacji autora, w których obliczenia zostały wykonane zarówno na bardzo uproszczonych mode-
lach symulacyjnych, jak i na modelu rzeczywistej struktury. W ramach tego artykułu podjęto próbę modelowania przebiegu badań la-
boratoryjnych przy wykorzystaniu opracowanej wcześniej metody sterowania zjawiskiem dyspersji fizycznej. Wybrane do modelowa-
nia badania laboratoryjne zostały przeprowadzone przez Zakład Badania Złóż Ropy i Gazu, zlokalizowany w krośnieńskim oddziale 
Instytutu Nafty i Gazu – Państwowego Instytutu Badawczego. Badania te zostały wykonane na tzw. długich rdzeniach i dotyczyły wy-
pierania ropy naftowej wodą. Proponowana w ramach artykułu metoda modelowania przebiegu tego typu badań polega na zastosowa-
niu hybrydowej metody minimalizacji dyspersji numerycznej oraz rozszerzeniu standardowych równań nasyceń o dodatkowy człon 
dyspersji fizycznej. Artykuł zawiera krótki opis proponowanej metody sterowania wielkością strefy mieszania się płynów wraz z wy-
nikami jej zastosowania. Artykuł ten jest kontynuacją wcześniejszych prac autora, dlatego zamieszczono w nim tylko najistotniejsze 
wzory matematyczne. Dla celów porównawczych w artykule przedstawiono również wyniki modelowania wybranego badania labo-
ratoryjnego z wykorzystaniem dyspersji numerycznej. Modelowanie to polegało na modyfikacji rozmiarów siatki bloków, w wyniku 
czego uzyskano różnej wielkości strefy mieszania się płynu wypierającego z płynem wypieranym. Przedstawione w artykule, w posta-
ci rysunków i wykresów, wyniki wykonanych symulacji wykazały efektywność stosowanej metody ograniczenia dyspersji numerycz-
nej (zarówno dla obliczeń mobilności z ważeniem wielopunktowym w kierunku napływu, jak i podwójnej siatki dyskretyzacji) oraz 
efekty zastosowania różnych wielkości parametrów dyspersji fizycznej. W ramach artykułu (w postaci wyników sumarycznego odbioru 
płynów) przedstawiono również wyniki dopasowania zbudowanych modeli symulacyjnych do rezultatów uzyskanych w laboratorium.

Słowa kluczowe: dyspersja numeryczna, dyspersja fizyczna, mieszanie się płynów, symulator złożowy.
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Introduction

When injecting fluids into hydrocarbon reservoirs, the phe-
nomenon of physical dispersion (Perkins and Johnston, 1963; 
Bijeljic and Blunt, 2006) occurs when the injected fluid is mixed 
with the fluid originally present in the formation. This phenom-
enon is very important in the underground gas storage practices 
(Azin et al., 2008; Gołąbek and Szott, 2010; Szott, 2010; Gołąbek 
et al., 2011a, 2011b; ) (especially during the creation of a non-
hydrocarbon buffer cushion or injection of high-methane natural 
gas into formations containing heavily polluted original gas) and 
in situations where attempts are made to increase the energy of 
the oil-gas reservoir by injecting gas into the reservoir gas cap. 
Although physical dispersion has a significant influence on the 
process of fluid mixing in hydrocarbon formations, it has not 
been correctly included in the available reservoir simulators (both 
open code and commercial ones). This paper is a continuation of 
the previous statutory papers of the Department of Hydrocarbon 
Reservoir and UGS Simulation (Miłek et al., 2013; Szott and 
Gołąbek, 2014; Gołąbek and Szott, 2015a, 2015b; Gołąbek and 
Szott, 2017) within the framework of which a reservoir simulator 
was built (through the modification of an open code BOAST 
reservoir simulator (Fanchi et al., 1982) correctly taking into 
account the phenomenon of mixing of gases. Modifications of 
the simulator concerned implementation of the hybrid method 
of minimizing numerical dispersion (mobility with multi-point 
weighing in the direction of inflow (Tood et al., 1972) + double 
discretization grid (Audigane and Blunt, 2003) and extension of 
standard saturation equations with additional term describing 
physical dispersion and control by specific parameters (Redlich 
and Kwong, 1949; Soave, 1972; Peaceman, 1977; Kreft and 
Zuber, 1978; Shrivastava et al., 2005). These changes were 
tested on simplified simulation models (in which fixed size of 
blocks, homogeneous reservoir parameters and stationary flow 
of reservoir fluids were assumed) and the real formation model 
(selected natural gas reservoir model).

The aim of this paper was to apply the developed method 
of controlling the phenomenon of mixing of reservoir fluids 
to the modeling of selected laboratory tests concerning dis-
placement of oil with water performed on long cores from 
the oil reservoir. The results of laboratory tests carried out 
in the Department of Oil and Gas Reservoir Testing on cores 
from production wells were used. Within the framework of 
the discussed paper, several simulation models, reflecting the 
course of laboratory tests (with different grid refinement for 
saturation calculations), were built on which the proposed 
method of modeling the physical dispersion phenomenon was 
tested. For comparative purposes, an attempt was also made 
to model selected laboratory tests by controlling numerical 
dispersion (size of blocks).

The calculations were carried out using BOAST v. 1.1 
reservoir simulator modified in previous work and the Eclipse 
reservoir simulator by Schlumberger ver. 2014.1 (Eclipse Black 
Oil and Compositional). 

Physical dispersion control method

The method proposed in the previous articles is divided 
into two stages:
• minimization of numerical dispersion (dilution of simulation 

results resulting from the calculation method applied – dis-
cretization of derivatives by finite differences + “upstream 
weighing” assuring stability of numerical solutions);

• extension of equations by physical dispersion terms (adding 
to the simulator the parameters enabling physical dispersion 
control by setting a constant dispersion value or its linear 
dependence on flow velocity).
Minimization of numerical dispersion is achieved through 

an efficient combination of two methods: calculating fluid 
mobility using multi-point weighing of inflow directions and 
double discretization grid. The first one had already been 
partially implemented in the BOAST simulator (Fanchi et al., 
1982), and more specifically, it concerns the calculation of the 
fluids mobility by double-point weighing in the direction of 
inflow. In order to reduce numerical dispersion more effectively 
in this hybrid method, the calculation of fluids mobility was 
extended by three-point weighing.

The addition of physical dispersion control parameters con-
sists in taking them into account in equations for fluids flows 
from/to adjacent blocks to/from the block with coordinates 
i, j, k: (the equation below is shown in the gas phase example, 
but it is also true for the other phases):
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where: K̅ is the absolute permeability, ACl    , ACJ , ACZ , are the 
cross-sectional areas between the blocks (between xi-1 and xi, 
yj-1 and yj, zk-1 i zk), krg,y, krg,y, krg,z, are the relative permeability 
of the gas displacing in different directions, μg, Bg are the 
viscosity and volumetric coefficient of the displacement gas 
respectively, Δxi, Δyj, Δzk are the dimensions of the blocks in 
different directions, Pi,j,k are the pressure in the blocks, and Si,j,k 

�  �  �  
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is saturation of the displaced gas. In this approach, saturation 
of the displaced gas is equivalent to its concentration (this as-
sumption is discussed in detail in the appendix to the (Gołąbek 
and Szott, 2016).

In the case of a one-dimensional model, the above equa-
tion is simplified to one term only for the selected direction. 

The dispersion can be either constant or may depend on 
flow velocity, so a dispersion may be assumed in the modi-
fied simulator: by setting constant dispersion parameters for 
each direction or by setting dependence of dispersion on flow 
velocity, which is linear in nature: Dphys,y = Dy + αν


y (In this 

paper the case of immiscible fluids was considered where the 
molecular diffusion is equal to zero and main phenomenon 
occurring during fluid displacement is physical dispersion 
resulting from the complicated flow through the porous media 
(Gelhar and Collins, 1971; Fanchi, 1983; Reid et al. 1987; Coats 
et al., 2009; Li, 2010; Vitousek and Fringer, 2011).

Laboratory tests performed on long cores

Laboratory tests, the course of which was used in this paper, 
were carried out at Department of Oil and Gas Reservoir Testing 
located in the Krosno Branch of the Oil and Gas Institute. These 
tests concerned displacement of oil from cores using water as 
a displacement medium (Warnecki, 2010). Since these tests 
were commissioned by the industry, no names of the reservoir 
or the wells from which the cores were extracted for the tests 
were given in this paper.

Brief description of the tests 
The tests used in the paper consisted first of all in the experi-

mental setup drilling cores and determining their petrophysical 
properties (porosity and permeability). Later, the cores from 
a selected well were placed in the chamber of PVT core test-
ing apparatus. For each test the cores were arranged in order 
of increasing/decreasing permeability. In the next stage of the 
performed tests, the cores were 100% saturated with oil and 
the initial reservoir pressure was set to about 425 bar. Finally, 
injecting of water and oil displacement process was performed.

In this paper, the results of three tests of oil displacement 
with water were used, for which cores parameters presented 
in Table 1 were selected.

The first of the selected displacement tests lasted about 9.5 
hours and during this test about 30 cm3 of water were injected, 
the second one lasted about 9.6 hours and about 31 cm3 of 
water were injected, while the third test lasted about 17 hours 
and about 35 cm3 of water were injected. 

The results of oil displacement with water in the first and 
second tests are very similar. In these tests, the rate of oil  

recovery amounted to 56.1% and 56.9% respectively, and about 
10.2 cm3 of oil was received. The results are similar because 
the parameters of the cores used in the tests were similar. The 
main difference was that in Test no. 1 the cores were arranged 
by decreasing permeability, whereas in Test no. 2 by increas-
ing permeability. 

During the displacement, in the third test the oil recovery 
ratio of 52.8% was achieved and about 9.7 cm3 of oil was 
received. This test differs significantly from the two previous 
ones because the cores involved had different petrophysical 
properties (much higher permeability values for the first three 
cores and significantly lower porosity in the last core – Table 1).

Modeling of tests using numerical dispersion

Since the main purpose of this paper is simulation modeling 
of physical dispersion phenomenon observed in experimental 
results, apart from the previously developed method, it was 
decided to undertake an attempt to use numerical dispersion. 
As it is well known, the numerical dispersion is a kind of 
calculation error resulting from very complicated numerical 
solutions used in reservoir simulators. One of the known ways 
to control numerical dispersion is to change the resolution of 
the model grid. The numerical dispersion is responsible for 
the dilution occurring in saturations. The higher the resolution 
of the model grid, the smaller the smearing of saturations in 
blocks and vice versa. This smearing is a measure of mixing 
of fluids in the model, therefore it is possible to use numeri-
cal dispersion to model the phenomenon of mixing of fluids.

All the models used to describe the tests described in the 
previous chapter were built in a similar way, i.e. a model con-
sisting of 4 blocks representing core samples prepared for the 
tests was built first, and then the grid was refined depending on 
the results obtained. Petrophysical parameters of these cores 
were assigned to blocks and 100% oil saturation thereof was 
assumed. In the model, the pore volume of the blocks was also 

Table 1. Petrophysical parameters of cores selected for testing
Tabela 1. Parametry petrofizyczne rdzeni w wybranych testach

Core

Test
no. 1

Test
no. 2

Test
no. 3

Test
no. 1

Test
no. 2

Test
no. 3

Porosity ϕ Permeability K 

[–] [mD]

1 0.25 0.26 0.27 61 29 398

2 0.24 0.24 0.27 55 36 276

3 0.24 0.25 0.26 43 45 111

4 0.27 0.24 0.18 40 58 31

Core samples were approx. 5 cm long and had a radius of approx. 2.4 cm.
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scaled because the cores used in the tests were cylinders and 
in the model they were approximated with cubes. Properties 
of reservoir fluids, i.e. density, viscosity and volume factors 
were assumed to be such as in the case of fluids found in the 
structure from which the cores were taken. On the other hand, 
the relative permeability curves were assumed to be linear, 
while the real values of the so-called endpoints were assumed.

The course of all tests on oil displacement with water 
looked similar, i.e. constant mean pressure in the cores was 
assumed at the level of reservoir pressure. Water was injected 
at a constant rate to one side and fluids were collected from 
the other side with the rate resulting from the maintenance of 
the reservoir pressure.

Model of Test no. 3
Test no. 3 was selected for the presentation of modeling 

results because the core samples involved in it show much 
greater spread of petrophysical properties. The results of mod-
eling the test in questions are presented in Figures 1–4. The 
first one of the above mentioned figures shows the distribu-
tion of oil saturation in models with different degrees of grid 
refinement for the selected time. The next figure (Fig. 2) shows 
oil saturation in the model blocks as a function of the model 
length. In the case of this test, the width of the zone of water 
and oil mixing in three models does not exceed the length of 
the model, and in the model with 200-fold grid refinement it 
amounted to about 10 cm.

The last two figures (Fig. 3, 4) showing the recovery of 
fluids from the model show that this test was best reflected 
by a model with 100-fold grid refinement. Further increase 
in the model grid refinement gave the opposite effect than 
expected and instead of reducing, it significantly increased oil 
recovery from the model. It turns out that with the assumed 
transport properties, volumetric coefficients and 200-fold grid 
refinement, the model recovered the least amount of water 
and, while maintaining the specified pressure conditions, it 
recovered more oil. 

Fig. 1. Test no. 3 – oil saturation in the model blocks (at half time 
of the test duration)
Rys. 1. Test nr 3 – nasycenie ropą w blokach modelu (w połowie 
czasu trwania testu)

Fig. 2. Test no. 3 – oil saturation vs position in the model (at half 
time of the test duration)
Rys. 2. Test nr 3 – nasycenie ropą vs pozycja w modelu (w poło-
wie czasu trwania testu)

Fig. 3. Test no. 3 – total oil production. Models results vs measure-
ment data
Rys. 3. Test nr 3 – sumaryczny odbiór ropy. Wyniki modelowania 
vs dane eksperymentalne

Fig. 4. Test no. 3 – water production. Models results vs measure-
ment data
Rys. 4. Test nr. 3 – sumaryczny odbiór wody. Wyniki modelowa-
nia vs dane eksperymentalne
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Modeling of tests by physical dispersion control

Modeling of the phenomenon of fluids mixing according to 
the previously presented physical dispersion control method 
consists in minimizing numerical dispersion and selecting ap-
propriate values of physical dispersion parameters. 

Minimization of numerical dispersion
The results of numerical dispersion reduction by changing 

the method of calculation of fluid mobility are presented in 
Figure 5 in the form of water saturation distributions in the 
model blocks. The effect of applying the modified calculations 
was shown for a model with 100-fold grid 
refinement. A clear reduction in smear-
ing of saturation distribution (from the 
numeric dispersion) can be seen in the 
case of double-point weighing. The use 
of three-point weighing results in a low-
er improvement compared to two-point 
weighing, but it is still significant. As can 
be seen in the figure in question, after 
using three-point weighing to calculate 
the mobility of fluids, the width of their 
mixing zone decreased twice.

Since the proposed method of mini-
mizing numerical dispersion is a com-
bination of two methods: mobility with 
multi-point weighing in the direction 
of inflow with a double discretization 
grid, further results of limiting numerical 
dispersion were shown with the use of 
three-point weighing when calculating 
fluids mobility. The results of the grid 
refinement for saturation calculations are 
shown in Figure 6 in the form of water 
saturation distributions for the selected 
moment of time. Each subsequent in-
crease in the model grid refinement for 
saturation calculations significantly re-
duces numerical dispersion (smearing 
of the front between the injected water 
and the displaced oil). The best result of 
the reduction of numerical dispersion 
(for this model) was found to be the use 
of a thousand-fold grid refinement for 
saturation calculations. Since the dif-
ference between five hundred-fold and 
a thousand-fold refinement is not large, 
further concentration increase will be 
ineffective. 

Fig. 5. Numerical dispersion limitation. The effect of changing the method of mobility 
calculation. Water saturation in the model blocks
Rys. 5. Ograniczenie dyspersji numerycznej. Efekt zmiany obliczeń mobilności płynów. 
Nasycenie wodą w blokach modelu.

Fig. 6. Numerical dispersion limitation. The effect of using a double discretization grid 
with triple weighing during fluid mobility calculations. Water saturation in the model 
blocks
Rys. 6. Minimalizacja dyspersji numerycznej. Efekt zastosowania podwójnej siatki dys-
kretyzacji w połączeniu z trzypunktowym ważeniem dla obliczeń mobilności płynów. 
Nasycenie wodą w blokach modelu.

Fig. 7. The effect of taking into account physical dispersion. Water saturation in the 
model blocks
Rys. 7. Efekt uwzględnienia dyspersji fizycznej. Nasycenie wodą w blokach modelu 

Fluids mixing zone control
Using a modified reservoir simulator, after optimal mini-

mization of numerical dispersion, control of the fluid mixing 
phenomenon can be started by setting physical dispersion 
parameters. Physical dispersions in the chosen direction can 
be set by parameters D0 and α, by means of which the linear 
dependence of dispersion on flow velocity is determined. In 
the case of laboratory testing models constant parameter D 
was used because the flow velocity during the modeled tests is 
constant (D0 = 0, v = const, D = αv = const). Figure 7 presents 
saturation with water in the model blocks depending on the 
value of the D parameter.
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The results of modeling using the previously developed 
method of physical dispersion control are better than those 
obtained using numerical dispersion because they better reflect 
the course of the test over time. The average error obtained of 
results corresponding to experimental data in best simulation 
case with numerical dispersion control and proposed method 
were 2.1% and 1.2% respectively. Modeling the mixing of fluids 
with a “trick” using the control of the numerical dispersion is 
not elegant and not entirely effective. In the proposed method, 
the calculations are much faster because they are divided into 
two independent discretization grids. In the case of modeling 

by changing the grid resolution, all calculations are performed 
on the same grid and high grid refinement can cause problems 
with pressure distribution calculations. 

Summary and conclusions

Issues concerning numerical modeling of the physical 
dispersion phenomenon occurring during oil displacement 
with water during laboratory tests performed on long cores 
were discussed in this paper. Since no options allowing for 
proper modeling of the process of fluids mixing have been 
made available in standard, commercial reservoir simulators 
(Eclipse or CMG), this paper uses the method (implemented in 
BOAST simulator) proposed in earlier papers, which consists 
in the following:
• minimizing numerical dispersion by multi-point weighing 

in the calculation of fluids mobility and using a double 
discretization grid (coarse grid for pressures calculations 
and refined grid for saturation calculations);

• setting physical dispersion parameters (depending on the 
direction and velocity of flow) added to the simulator by 
adding a dispersion module to the equation of fluids flow 
between blocks.
As part of this paper, several models reflecting the course 

of laboratory tests was also modeled, differing in resolution of 
the grid for saturation calculations, on the basis of which the 
implemented method of modeling the fluids mixing phenom-
enon was tested. Apart from the physical dispersion control 
method, the course of laboratory tests was modeled using 
numerical dispersion.

Conclusions

1. Minimizing the numerical dispersion that occurs during 
simulation calculations, can be achieved by changing the 
method of calculating fluids mobility and the refinement 
of the model grid for saturation calculations in the IMPES 
calculation scheme.

2. Using a modified numerical scheme, the physical dispersion 
phenomenon can be correctly modeled taking into account 
its complex nature.

3. The proposed method of physical dispersion control can 
be used to model the course of laboratory tests.

4. Modeling using the previously developed method of physi-
cal dispersion control better reflect the course of the test 
over time.

5. Average error obtained of results corresponding to ex-
perimental data in the best simulation case with numerical 

The figures below (Fig. 8, 9) present the results of the ap-
plication of the physical dispersion control method for modeling 
the course of the selected test of oil displacement of with water 
performed on long cores. These figures show total recovery of 
oil and water from the model volume, depending on the physi-
cal dispersion value. The course of Test no. 3 is best reflected 
by the models with D = 0.1 and 0.2 m2/d where the width of 
the mixing zone of fluids does not exceed several centimeters. 

Fig. 8. Test no. 3 Total oil production
Rys. 8. Test nr 3. Sumaryczny odbiór ropy

Fig. 9. Test no. 3 Total water production
Rys. 9. Test nr 3. Sumaryczny odbiór wody
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dispersion control is higher than in the best simulation case 
with method of physical dispersion control.

This paper was written on the basis of the statutory work enititled: 
Symulacyjne modelowanie zjawiska dyspersji fizycznej z wykorzy-
staniem danych eksperymentalnych (Simulation modeling of physical 
dispersion phenomena with the use of experimental data) – the 
work of the Oil Gas Institute – National Research Institute was 
commissioned by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education; 
order number: 63/KZ/17, archival number: DK-4100-50/17.
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